We investigate portfolio selection problem from a signal processing perspective and study how and when an investor should diversify wealth over two assets in order to maximize the cumulative wealth. We construct portfolios that provide the optimal growth in i.i.d. discrete time two-asset markets under proportional transaction costs. As the market model, we consider arbitrary discrete distributions on the price relative vectors, which can also be used to approximate a wide class of continuous distributions. To achieve optimal growth, we use threshold portfolios, where we introduce an iterative algorithm to calculate the expected wealth. Subsequently, the corresponding parameters are optimized using a brute force approach yielding the growth optimal portfolio under proportional transaction costs in i.i.d. discrete-time two-asset markets.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we investigate portfolio selection problem from a signal processing point of view and study how and when an investor should distribute wealth over various assets whose future returns are yet to be realized in order to maximize cumulative wealth [1, 2] . The portfolio selection problem is heavily investigated in various different fields from machine learning [3] , information theory [4] to signal processing [2] . We introduce an algorithm that maximize the expected wealth growth in i.i.d. discrete-time markets under proportional transaction costs.
The market is modeled by a sequence of price relative vectors, where each entry of this vector is the ratio of the closing price to the opening price of a stock over an investment period in the market. For presentation purposes, we assume that there are two stocks in the market, however, our derivations can be readily extended to the markets with more than two stocks. The distributions of the price relative sequences are assumed to be discrete, however, the discrete distributions are arbitrary. We emphasize that the corresponding discrete distributions can also be used to approximate a wide class of continuous distributions on price relatives that satisfy certain regularity conditions by appropriately increasing the size of This work is supported in part by IBM Faculty Award and Outstanding Young Scientist Award Program. Suleyman S. Kozat, Said Tunc and Mehmet. A. Donmez ({skozat,saittunc,medonmez}@ku.edu.tr) are with the EE Department at the Koc University, Sariyer, 34450, Istanbul, tel: +902123381864, fax: +902123381548. the discrete sample space. The detailed market model is provided in Section 2. Under this market model, we use "threshold rebalanced portfolios" (TRPs), which are shown to yield optimal growth in general i.i.d. discrete-time two-asset markets. We first calculate the expected wealth achieved by a TRP over any investment period with an iterative algorithm. We then optimize the parameters of the TRPs to maximize expected wealth using a brute force search.
In discrete-time two asset i.i.d. markets, it has been shown that under proportional transaction costs, the portfolios that achieve the maximum wealth, i.e., the optimal portfolios, are certain class of "no-trade zone" portfolios [5, 6] . A no-trade zone portfolio has a compact closed set such that the distribution of wealth is rebalanced only if the current portfolio leaves this set, otherwise no rebalancing occurs. Clearly, such a no-trade zone portfolio may avoid hefty transaction costs since it can limit excessive rebalancing by defining appropriate no-trade zones. However, the problem of constructing the optimal no-trade zone portfolio that achieve the maximal growth has not yet been solved except in elementary scenarios [5] . We emphasize that a sequential investment strategy that asymptotically achieves the performance of the best TRP that is tuned to the underlying price relative sequences is introduced in [7] . Similarly, various different universal sequential algorithms are introduced that achieve the performance of the best algorithm in different competition classes in [8, 9, 1] . However, we emphasize that the performance guarantees in [7] (and in the other universal algorithms) on the performance, although without any stochastic assumptions, is given for the worst case sequence and only optimal in the asymptotics. Note that for any finite investment period, the corresponding order terms in the upper bounds may not be negligible in financial markets, although they may be neglected in source coding applications (where these algorithms are inspired from). We demonstrate that our algorithm readily outperforms these universal algorithms over historical data [4] , where similar observations are reported in [10] .
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe our discrete time stock market model that has two stocks with discrete price relatives and symmetric proportional transaction costs. In Section 3, we investigate threshold rebalancing portfolios, where we first introduce an iterative algorithm and then find an upper bound on the complexity of the algorithm. We simulate the performance of our algorithms in Section 4 and the paper concludes with certain remarks in Section 5.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
We consider discrete-time stock markets under transaction costs. We model the market as a sequence of price relative vectors X(n) and consider a market with two stocks. A vector of price relatives
T represents the change in the prices of the assets over investment period n, i.e., X i (n) is the ratio of the closing to the opening price of the ith stock over period n. We assume that the price relative sequences X 1 (n) and X 2 (n) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over with possibly different discrete sample spaces X 1 and X 2 , i.e., X 1 (n) ∈ X 1 and X 2 (n) ∈ X 2 , respectively [5] . For technical reasons, in our derivations, we assume that the sample space is X = X 1 ∪ X 2 = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x K } for both X 1 (n) and X 2 (n) where |X | = K is the cardinality of the set X . The probability mass function
) for x i ∈ X and the probability mass vectors
T and
T , respectively. Here, we assume that the corresponding probability mass vectors p 1 We denote a threshold rebalancing portfolio with an initial and target portfolio b and a threshold by TRP(b, ). At each market period n, an investor rebalances the asset allocation only if the portfolio leaves the interval
, the investor buys and sells stocks so that the asset allocation is rebalanced to the initial allocation, i.e., b(n) = b, and he/she has to pay transaction fees. We model transaction cost paid when rebalancing the asset allocation by a fixed proportional cost c ∈ (0, 1) [11, 5, 9] . For instance, if the investor buys or sells S dollars of stocks, then he/she pays cS dollars of transaction fees. Although we assume a symmetric transaction cost ratio, all the results can be carried over to markets with asymmetric costs [9, 5] . Let S(N ) denote the achieved wealth at investment period N and assume, without loss of generality, that the initial wealth of the investor is 1 dollars. For example, if the portfolio b(n) does not leave the interval (b − , b + ) and the allocation of wealth is not rebalanced for N investment periods, then the achieved wealth is given by
If the portfolio leaves the interval (b − , b + ) at period N , i.e., b(N ) ∈ (b− , b+ ), then the investor rebalances the asset distribution to the initial distribution and pays approximately S(N )|b(N ) − b|c dollars for transaction costs [11] .
In the next section, we first evaluate the expected achieved wealth E[S(N )] with an iterative algorithm. We then present an upper bound on the complexity of the algorithm. Finally, we optimize b and using a brute-force search.
THRESHOLD REBALANCED PORTFOLIOS
In this section, we calculate the expected wealth growth of a TRP with an iterative, brute-force algorithm and find an upper bound on the complexity of the algorithm. We first define the set of achievable portfolios at each investment period since the iterative calculation of the expected achieved wealth is based on the achievable portfolio sets. We next introduce the portfolio transition sets and the transition probabilities of achievable portfolios at successive investment periods in order to find the probability of each portfolio state iteratively. We evaluate the expected achieved wealth E[S(N )] at a given investment period N based on the set of achievable portfolios, the transition probabilities and the set of price relative vectors connecting the portfolio states. We then optimize b and using a brute-force search.
We define the set of achievable portfolios at each investment period as follows. Since the sample space of the price relative sequences X 1 (n) and X 2 (n) is finite, i.e., |X | = K, the set of achievable portfolios at period N can only have finitely many elements. We define the set of achievable port-
At a given investment period N , the set of achievable portfolios B N is given by
. . , M N and the set of achievable portfolios that are connected to b l,N , i.e., the portfolio transition set, as
Hence, the probability of each portfolio state is given by
for l = 1, . . . , M N . Therefore, we can calculate the probability of achievable portfolios iteratively. Using these iterative equations, we next iteratively calculate the expected achieved wealth E[S(N )] at each period as follows.
By definition of B N and using the law of total expectation, the expected achieved wealth at investment period N can be written as
To get E[S(N )] in (2) iteratively, we first find the transition probabilities between the achievable portfolios.
We define the set of price relative vectors that connect 
Then, the transition probabilities are given by
for k = 1, . . . , M N −1 and l = 1, . . . , M N so that we can calculate P (b(N )) = b l,N ) iteratively for each l = 1, . . . , M N by (1). Since we have recursive equations for the state probabilities, we next perform the iterative calculation of the expected achieved wealth based on the achievable portfolio sets and the transition probabilities. Given the recursive formulation for the state probabilities, we can evaluate the term Hence, in both cases we can calculate (4) and (5) . Therefore, we can evaluate E[S(N )] iteratively by (2) . Since, we have the recursive formulation, we can optimize b and by a brute force search as shown in Simulations section. For this recursive evaluation, we have to find the set of achievable portfolios at each investment period to compute E[S(N )] by (2) . Hence, we next analyze the number of calculations required to evaluate the expected achieved wealth E[S(N )].
In the following lemma, we investigate the number of achievable portfolios at a given market period to determine the complexity of the iterative algorithm. We show that the set of achievable portfolios at period N is equivalent to the set of achievable portfolios when the portfolio b(n) does not leave the interval (b − , b + ) for N investment periods. We first demonstrate that if the portfolio never leaves the interval
where Z(n) = ln
X2(n)
X1(n) with a sample space Z = z = ln u v | u, v ∈ X where |Z| = M . Then, we argue that the number of achievable portfolios at period N , M N , is equal to the number of different values that the sum N n=1 Z(n) can take when the portfolio does not leave the interval (b − , b + ) for N investment periods. We point out that M ≤ K 2 − K + 1 since the price relative sequences X 1 (n) and X 2 (n) are elements of the same sample space X with |X | = K and by using this, we find an upper bound on the number of achievable portfolios.
Lemma 3.1 The number of achievable portfolios at period N , M N , is equal to the number of different values that the sum

N n=1 Z(n) can take when the portfolio b(n) does not leave the interval (b − , b + ) for N investment periods and is bounded by
Proof: We analyze the cardinality of the set B N of achievable portfolios at period N , M N , as follows. If we assume that an investor invests with a TRP(b, ) for N investment periods and the sequence of price relative vectors are given by
and the portfolio sequence is given by {b(n) = b n } N n=1 , then we see that the portfolio could leave the interval at any period depending on the realizations of the price relative vector. We define an Nperiod market scenario as a sequence of portfolios {b(n)} N n=1 .
We can find the number of achievable portfolios at period N as the number of different values that the last element of Nperiod market scenarios can take. Here, we partition the set of N -period market scenarios according to the last time the portfolio leaves the interval (b − , b + ) and show that any achievable portfolio at period N can be achieved by an Nperiod market scenario where the portfolio does no leave the interval (b − , b + ) for N periods as follows. If we define the set P as the set of N -period market scenarios, i.e.,
where P i is the set of N -period market scenarios where the portfolio leaves the interval (b − , b + ) last time at period i, i.e.,
, where b n ∈ B n , n = 1, . . . , N and b(n) leaves the interval (b− , b+ ) last time at period i for i = 1, . . . , N and P N +1 is the set of N -period market scenarios where the portfolio does not leave the interval
, where b n ∈ B n , n = 1, . . . , N and b(n) never leaves the interval (b − , b + ) for N periods. We point out that P i 's are disjoint, i.e., P i ∩ P j = ∅ for i = j and their union gives the set of all N -period market scenarios, i.e., N +1 i=1 P i = P so that they form a partition for P. We see that the set B N of achievable portfolios at period N is the set of last elements of N -period market scenarios, i.e., B N = {b N | {b n } N n=1 ∈ P}. We next show that the last element of any N -period market scenario from P i for i = 1, . . . , N is also a last element of an N -period market scenario from P N +1 . Therefore, we demonstrate that any element of the set B N is achievable by a market scenario from 
If we write the reciprocal of b(N ) as
then we observe that the number of different values that the portfolio b(N ) can take is the same as the number of different values that the sum N n=1 Z(n) can take. Since the price relative sequences X 1 (n) and X 2 (n) are elements of the same sample space X with |X | = K, it follows that |Z| = M ≤ K 2 −K +1. Since the number of different values that the sum N n=1 Z(n) can take is equal to
and M ≤ K 2 − K + 1, it follows that the number of achievable portfolios at period N is bounded by 
SIMULATIONS
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of threshold rebalanced portfolios with an example. We apply TRP to historical data from [4, 9] collected from the New York Stock Exchange over a 22-year period and compare the results to those obtained from other investment strategies [9, 4, 7, 8] . We invest on the Morris-Commercial Metals stock pair with an initial wealth of 1 dollars using: a TRP optimized by a brute force algorithm, ,i.e., the best TRP, a semiconstant rebalanced portfolio (SCRP) [9] , Iyengar's algorithm [7] , Cover's algorithm [4] and a switching portfolio [8] .
We present results that show the performance of TRPs on the stock pair Morris and Commercial Metals from the historical data [9, 4] for a mild transaction cost c = 0.015 and a hefty transaction cost c = 0.03. The data includes the price relative sequences of the stock pair for 5651 investment periods (days). Since the brute force algorithm introduced in Section 3 requires the sample spaces of the price relative sequences, we proceed as follows. We first determine the sample spaces and the probability mass vectors of the price relative sequences from the first 1000-day realizations of X 1 and X 2 . Then, we optimize b and using the brute force algorithm and invest using the best TRP for the next 1000 periods, i.e., from period 1001 to period 2000. We next update (b, ) pair using the first 2000-day realizations of the price relatives and invest using the best TRP for the next 1000 periods. We repeat this process through all available data. Hence, we invest on the two stocks using TRP for 4651 periods where we update (b, ) pair at each 1000 periods. In Fig. 1 , we present the performances of the threshold rebalanced portfolio, SCRP with the target portfolio vector b = [0.1 0.9], Iyengar's algorithm, Cover's algorithm and switching portfolio. The performance of TRP is better for small transaction costs, however, in both cases, TRP outperforms the other algorithms for this stock pair.
Hence, we illustrated the performance of TRPs and compared the results to those obtained from other investment strategies [9, 4, 7, 8] . We applied threshold rebalancing strategy to the historical data collected from the New York Stock Exchange over a 22-year period. We presented results on Morris and Commercial Metals stock pair and showed that the best TRP performs better than the other algorithms for this stock pair. For these simulations, we illustrated that the best threshold rebalancing strategy is able to outperform the other algorithms.
CONCLUSION
We studied growth optimal investment in i.i.d. discrete time two-asset markets under proportional transaction costs. Under this market model, we studied threshold portfolios that are shown to yield the optimal growth. We first introduced an iterative algorithm that calculate the expected growth. Subsequently, the corresponding parameters of the TRPs are optimized using a brute force approach yielding the growth optimal investment portfolio under proportional transaction costs in i.i.d. discrete-time two-asset markets. We observed in our simulations, which include simulations using the historical data sets from [4] , that the introduced TRP algorithm sig- nificantly improves the achieved wealth under both mild and hefty transaction costs as predicted from our derivations.
